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ABSTRACT
Taylor, Alexander H. MSME, Purdue University, August 2016. Test Cell Set-up to
Enable Drive-Cycle Testing of a Variable Valve Actuation Enabled Camless Diesel
Engine. Major Professor: Gregory M. Shaver, School of Mechanical Engineering.
The previous facility which was used for engine testing at Purdue’s Ray W. Herrick
Laboratories utilized an eddy current dynamometer which is only suited for steadystate testing and throttle snaps. To better utilize a pre-existing camless diesel engine,
which is is enabled via variable valve actuation, it was desired to perform transient
drive-cycle tests. To accomplish this goal, a variable frequency drive AC dynamometer was required. Given that a brand new facility was constructed, the team was
presented with an opportunity for ground up design of a test cell.
The new test cell’s operation was proved out using a cammed diesel engine before
moving the vairable valve actuation enabled camless engine over. The research group’s
best practice is to only utilize the VVA engine when collecting novel or experimental
data as additional run time on this engine increases the risk of damage due to valveto-piston interference. The goal of proving out the test cell with the cammed engine
was to validate that engine operation and data collection was “as good as or better
than” the previous test facility, and to solve any issues preventing the group from
reaching that goal.
Data acquisition results from the new test cell had noise issues which were worked
out before moving over the VVA engine from the previous test cell. Fuel metering with
a Cybermetrix FMU proved to be more difficult than just plug and play, with fully
functional and reliable operation taking place after the move. While the test cell’s
room ventilation proved fully functional, additional research and work was required
to hook up the conditioned combustion air system.

xiv
Transient drive-cycle testing was performed with the cammed engine, and statistical analysis was performed which confirmed that the feedback speed and torque
matched the reference speed and torque within EPA guidelines. This same analysis
was later performed with the VVA engine and also showed capability of the VVA
engine to perform repeatable drive-cycle tests.
The new test cell continues to see new additions, with future work including the
installation and validation of a full diesel after-treatment system which will allow
for research into improving not only engine-out emissions but also tailpipe emissions
through studies of the dynamic interactions between the individual exhaust components. The scope of VVA enabled diesel engine research in the Cummins Power Lab
has increased from steady-state testing to transient drive-cycle testing which is more
representative of how the engine is used by the end-customers.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation
As the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) continues to tighten

emissions regulations on diesel engines, engine manufacturers are looking for ways
to both reduce emissions and fuel consumption. In order to continue relevant research and enable transient engine performance studies over the EPA’s Federal Test
Procedure (FTP) drive-cycles, a new engine test cell was built. The new test cell
construction was sponsored by Cummins, Inc. and as such is referred to as the Cummins Power Laboratory (CPL). With this new test cell, the team had a clean slate
upon which to move the existing steady-state experimental engine rig into with new
hardware to allow for new forms of testing. The key enabler of transient drive-cycle
testing is the AC dynamometer which was purchased and installed in the CPL.
The two key FTP drive cycles which are relevant to the group’s diesel engine
research are the Heavy Duty Federal Test Procedure (HD-FTP) and the Federal
Test Procedure #72 (FTP-72). The former cycle being used for regulatory emissions
testing of heavy-duty on-highway engines (40 CFR 86.1333), and the latter simulating
a vehicle driving an urban route with frequent stops.
The AC dynamometer, specifications of which are covered in Section 1.3.3, maintains an engine rotational speed and absorbs load while the engine itself outputs a
torque as specified by the throttle input at the given engine speed. To allow for transient drive-cycle testing, the dynamometer had to accept a pattern with time varying
inputs of engine speed and engine torque as per the FTP drive-cycle. An example of
the HD-FTP’s engine speed and torque are shown in Figure 1.1, while the FTP-72’s
engine speed and torque are shown in Figure 1.2. As shown in the figures, the FTP-72
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Figure 1.1. The HD-FTP reaches 850 ft-lbs of torque a maximum speed
of 2600 RPM over a 1200 second test period.

is a longer test at 1,371 seconds, but with a less aggressive torque and speed profile
as compared to the 1200 second HD-FTP.
These drive profiles provide an industry standard for analyzing engine fuel consumption and emissions generation. Repeating these tests allow for back-to-back
emissions and fuel consumption comparisons when changes are made to the engine
or engine boundary conditions. The VVA enabled camless engine design allows for
flexibility in intake and exhaust valve opening/closing times, duration and lift. When
paired with tunable Engine Control Module (ECM) parameters, the variable valvetrain also allows for cylinder deactivation and reactivation over the drive-cycle.
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Figure 1.2. The FTP-72 Drive-Cycle has a Maximum Torque of 569 ft-lbs
and Speed of 2106 RPM Over a 1,371 Second Test Period.

With cylinder deactivation on the 6 cylinder diesel engine, two, three or four
cylinders can be ”turned off” whereby fuel is no longer injected and both the intake
and exhaust valves are commanded closed as covered in Chapter 3. The mass of
air trapped in the cylinder is compressed and expanded over and over, acting as an
air spring. This concept is useful in increasing TOT and consuming less fuel at idle
conditions, 800 RPM and 50 ft-lbs, as discussed in Section 3.3 which occur throughout
both the FTP-72 and HD-FTP.
Consideration was given to safety of both the team and testing hardware. The
variable valve technology which enables the camless cylinder head architecture operates on 3,000 PSIG hydraulics, is attached to an engine outputting 850 ft-lbs of
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torque, spinning a rubberized drive-shaft up to 2,750 RPM with exhaust temperatures upwards of 800 C all within feet of 40 gallons of diesel fuel. With these safety
hazards in mind, the interlock system detailed in Section 1.3.7 had to be designed and
implemented to allow for shutting down the engine, dynamometer, hydraulic pump,
fuel pump and fuel metering system with the push of a single button.

1.2

Literature Review

1.2.1

Test Cell Setup

Engine test cell design is a well established subject. The industry standards are
covered in Martyr’s ’Engine Testing’ [1], which discusses test cell ventilation, dynamometer selection, measurement of fuel consumption, and combustion air control.
To prevent the dangerous buildup of fumes and gases such as carbon monoxide, it
is recommended that the test cell air be changed, at minimum, 30 times per hour.
Industry standards dictate that the cell be maintained at a negative pressure of 30-50
Pa. Combustion air should be provided at a flow rate of at least double the maximum
consumption of the engine, with excess air bled off to prevent supercharging of the
engine.
Regarding safety, a driveshaft guard is recommended to be steel, no less than 6mm
thick. This is to prevent high velocity components from escaping in the event of a
driveshaft failure. Aside from the AC dynamometer, other considerations included
engine cooling, charge air cooling, combustion air supply, test cell ventilation, fuel
consumption measuring and emissions metering.

1.2.2

Drive-cycle Analysis

Drive Profiles:
Both the FTP-72 and HD-FTP drive profiles are specified in CFR 40, Section
86.1333 [2] which refers to tables in Appendix 1 of the document. The FTP-72 is a
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chassis-based test, which involves testing of a vehicle on a dynamometer while the
HD-FTP is an engine-based test.
The FTP-72, also referred to as the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule is
referred to as the LA-4 cycle by the EPA and simulates a 7.5 mile urban route over a
time period of 1371 seconds. The drive pattern for this cycle is provided in CFR 40,
Section 86, Appendix 1 in vehicle speed versus time format. Cummins provided the
profile to the team in engine speed and torque versus time format. This data came
from chassis testing performed by Cummins of a Ram Heavy Duty pickup truck over
the FTP-72, and recording engine speed and torque output.
The HD-FTP is specified by the EPA as a percent normalized maximum engine
speed and maximum torque versus time over 1200 seconds. To convert the specification to numerical speed and torque inputs for the dynamometer, the engine’s torque
curve must be known. Using guidance from EPA Title 40 CFR 1065.512 on drivecycle generation, the speed and torque commands must occur at a frequency of at
least 5 Hz.

Drive-Cycle Validation:
As experimental engine speed and torque will never perfectly match the input
drive cycle, regulation exists, EPA Title 40 CFR 1065.514, [2] which dictates statistical measures by which the experiment is allowed to deviate. Before performing the
analysis which compares the reference (input) speed and torque to the experimental
(output) speed and torque, this section allows for removal of negative torque (motoring) values and time alignment. Time alignment of the experimental and reference
speed/torque values is necessary because there is some delay between commanded
inputs and the actual engine outputs due to signal time delay and engine inertial
effects and is discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.
The conditions by which negative torque can be removed are shown in Table
1.1, while the statistical criteria for a pass or fail are shown in Table 1.2. After
time-aligning the reference and experimental speed/torque data, they are plotted
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Table 1.1.
Permissible Criteria for Omitting Points from Duty-Cycle Regression
Statistics from EPA Title 40 CFR 1065.514.

Table 1.2.
Default Statistical Criteria for Validating Duty Cycles from EPA Title 40
CFR 1065.514.
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as experimental speed, torque and power versus reference speed, torque and power.
Performing a linear regression for each of the speed, torque and power plots produces
four parameters which are compared to the pass criteria; slope, intercept, Standard
Error of Estimate (SEE) and coefficient of determination, r2 .

1.2.3

Cylinder Deactivation over a Drive-cycle

Cylinder deactivation at both steady-state and transient conditions allows for
improved turbine outlet temperatures and BSFC (Brake Specific Fuel Consumption)
at lower load conditions. Lu et al. [3] also found the lowest BSFC at a higher load,
highway cruise conditions was achieved with all six cylinder operating. BSFC was
found to be 7-18 % higher with cylinder deactivation at cruise conditions due to
a delayed heat release from the larger mass of fuel in the active cylinders. This
knowledge reveals a potential strategy for switching between three and six-cylinderoperation over a drive-cycle.
Aftertreatment systems which utilize a NOx selective catalyst reduction (SCR) device and diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) become effective around 250C per Lambert,
et al. [4]. Ding, et al. discovered three-cylinder-operation increased turbine outlet
temperature from 190C to 310C at loaded idle conditions. [5] Three-cylinder-operation
showed a 39% reduction in fuel consumption compared to the six-cylinder-operation
required to achieve the same turbine outlet temperature. Magee also confirms higher
turbine outlet temperatures through cylinder deactivation, relating it to air-fuel ratio, where the lower air-to-fuel ratio in the remaining active cylinders produces higher
TOTs. [6] Exhaust Gas Recirculation, EGR, reduces NOx output at and around idle,
per Modiyani, et al. [7]. The combination of higher TOTs and increased EGR at and
around idle with deactivated cylinders could yield improved fuel efficiency, TOTs and
NOx emissions.
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1.3

Experimental Hardware

1.3.1

Air Handling & Combustion Air

The test cell was implemented with an air handling system which flows 25,000
SCFM. Given a cell volume of 7392 cubic feet (24’x22x’14’), this equates to 203 air
changes per hour, which exceeds the industry standard of 30 air changes minimum
per hour. The air handling system maintains a negative pressure in the room of .05”
of water, or roughly 12.4 Pa. While this does not meet the industry standard of 30-50
Pa, the negative pressure combined with the high air turnover rate shall be sufficient
to prevent the buildup and escape of hazardous fumes and carbon monoxide gas. The
air handler for test cell ventilation is controlled via web-based software, Niagara, and
has user inputs for temperature and ”ON” or ”OFF.” A screen capture of the user
interface is shown in Figure 1.3
The supplied combustion air is both temperature and humidity controlled. The
recommendation is for an air handling unit which can supply twice as much air as
demanded by the engine. The Air Handling Unit (AHU) is a Racan-Carrier design,
model number A4D-48/58-DI, and serial number 702282-009. Information and support for the AHU can be obtained by contacting Racan-Carrier and providing these
two numbers. Control of the combustion air handler is performed in Niagara, shown
in Figure 1.4, which accepts inputs of both temperature and relative humidity. User
feedback of supply temperature and humidity are also shown in Niagara, but these are
not logged for test purposes since they are both measured in the mezzanine, roughly
100 feet away from the test cell. A thermocouple and humidity sensor are located in
the intake piping inside the test cell, and logged for air mass flow corrections.
The recommendation for combustion air systems which are both temperature and
humidity controlled is to dump excess conditioned air into the test cell, as was covered in Section 1.2. This is accomplished via a weighted backdraft damper, discussed
in Section 2.4.1, which opens when air pressure in the supply duct exceeds 1 atmosphere. This sort of mechanical damper reacts faster than controlling the supply fan
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Figure 1.3. The Test Cell Ventilation Interface has Inputs of On/Off and
Temperature.

speed which is located 120 feet away from the engine inlet in the mezzanine. Lastly,
supplying combustion air at a constant volume flow rate is known to allow for good
temperature and humidity control. This is because varying the AHU’s flow rate creates dynamic effects between fan speed, the internal heat exchangers and humidity
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Figure 1.4. The Combustion Air Interface has Inputs of On/Off, Temperature and Percent Relative Humidity.

control system resulting in ”hunting” for the prescribed temperature and humidity
set points.
Experimental testing shows that the engine demands a maximum of 650 SCFM at
peak torque conditions, so the combustion air system would need at minimum 1300
SCFM of flow per industry standards. Testing of the combustion air duct in the test
cell showed a continual flow rate of 1,142 SCFM, which close to double the engine
demand. Additional airflow to the test cell could only be provided by increasing
system pressures, for which the ductwork is not rated to handle. Excess air is vented
into the test cell via a weighted backdraft damper which opens when air pressure
inside the duct exceeds 1 atmosphere. The damper prevents supercharging the air
supplied to the engine’s turbocharger compressor inlet.

1.3.2

Heat Exchange

Chilled water is pumped into the test cell to provide a cooling medium for engine
charge air. Control of the chilled water loop is provided through Niagara, and has set
points for both differential pressure and temperature. Currently, differential pressure
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is set to 2.9PSI as per Figure 1.5, which is the recommended value from the charge
air cooler’s manufacturer. Setting differential pressure is an indirect method of controlling chilled water flow into the test cell, as excess water flow bypasses the test cell
in order to maintain a 2.9PSI pressure drop across the system. More discussion of
the CAC’s chilled water loop takes place in Section 2.4.1.

Figure 1.5. The CAC Cooling (Chilled Water) Interface has Inputs of
On/Off, Temperature and Differential Pressure.

A 30% glycol loop circulates from an engine coolant-to-coolant heat exchanger in
the test cell to heat exchangers on the roof of the building to dissipate heat to the
outdoor air. As a result, the 30% glycol loop’s temperature can only operate as low
as the outdoor air temperature, even though the setpoint is 70F. When the outdoor
air temperature is below 70F, the 30% glycol loop’s PID controller bypasses some
amount of flow from the rooftop heat exchangers to maintain a 70F temperature.
During engine operation, the screen shown in Figure 1.6 is left up for display to
confirm that the 30% glycol loop’s pump is operating as expected. Adjustable set
points for the 30% glycol loop are temperature and differential pressure.
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Figure 1.6. The 30% Glycol Loop has Set Points of Temperature and
Differential Pressure.

1.3.3

Dynamometer

An AC dynamometer manufactured by PowerTest, model ACR-670, was purchased to enable drive-cycle testing. The previous Eddy Current dynamometer could
act as a sink for torque, but could not provide rotational speed and torque which
is required for motoring sections in transient drive-cycles. The AC dynamometer is
rated to handle an engine with a maximum torque rating of 2,348 ft-lbs at 1,500 RPM,
or 670 horsepower. The dynamometer is limited to a rotational speed of 4,200 RPM,
at which the torque rating is 837.8 ft-lbs, or 670 horsepower. The dynamometer is air
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cooled as shown in Figure 1.7 and dissipates power produced by generating electricity
and returning it to the electrical grid.

Figure 1.7. The Dynamometer is Air-Cooled and Ingests Air via a Filter
on the Top Left.

The dynamometer software accepts a comma separated variable (.CSV) file which
dictates the transient drive-cycle to be run. The .CSV file has columns for speed,
torque, ramp rate and trigger signal voltage inputs at a rate of 0.2 second inputs (5
Hz). The trigger signal is an output on the dynamometer itself which can be varied
in 1V increments anywhere between 0 and 5V. For example, the trigger signal can
be used to identify sections of the drive-cycle for which to run cylinder deactivation,
discussed in Section 3.2.
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1.3.4

Engine Hardware

The test rig is a 2010 Cummins 6 cylinder 6.7L ISB ’camless’ diesel engine. Camless means that the engine has been modified to actuate the intake and exhaust valves
using an electro-hydraulic Variable Valve Actuation (VVA) system. The rotating assembly of the engine, also known as the ”bottom end” is unmodified as shown in
Figure 1.8. The cylinder head no longer uses a camshaft and has been modified to
incorporate camlesss operation.

Figure 1.8. The Bottom Part of the Engine (Shown in Red) is an Stock
6.7L Cummins ISB.

This engine utilizes a coolant-cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system and
Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT), shown in Figure 1.9. An ECM controlled
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electro-actuated valve on the intake manifold throttles incoming fresh air, and is
paired with an electro-actuated valve on the EGR system which allows for exhaust
flow into the intake manifold when pressure conditions are favorable for such flow.
The VGT operates by actuating inlet guide vanes into the turbine, directing air at
an ideal path to either maintain or increase turbine shaft speed, or allow for air to
bypass the turbine altogether by opening the VGT to 100%.

Figure 1.9. The Turbocharged Cummins ISB Engine Allows for Variable
EGR Flow and Turbocharger Geometry.

The engine is coolant cooled, which exchanges heat from the internal engine
coolant loop to a building 30% coolant loop via a water-water heat exchanger. As
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the engine operates with forced induction, charge air is cooled by an air-water heat
exchanger, also known as a Charge Air Cooler (CAC). The CAC exchanges heat into
a building chilled water loop, as discussed in Section 1.3.2.

1.3.5

Variable Valve Actuation System

The VVA system allows for cylinder-independent, cycle-to-cycle control of the
engine’s intake and exhaust valves. Modifiable parameters are valve opening timing,
closing timing and valve lift. As shown in Figure 1.10, hydraulic fluid pressurized to
3,000 PSIG via a pump in the basement provides the motive force for valve operation
when signaled electronically by the dSPACE controller.
Valve position is fed-back to the dSPACE controller via Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) for position and health monitoring. While the VVA
system also has feed-forward control, a closed-loop controller monitors valve position
by feedback voltage and adjusts the voltage output in an attempt to make the feedback valve profile match a desired valve profile. Additionally, a diagnostic algorithm
will retract the valves should the lift vary more than 2.5mm or the opening/closing
vary more than 50 degrees from the commanded profile.
The hydraulic fluid is cooled via an oil-to-water heat exchanger, located next
to the hydraulic pump shown in Figure 1.11, which uses chilled building water to
maintain oil temperature to 100F. The VVA allows for cylinder deactivation by not
only cutting fuel to the cylinders, but also retracting the valves and trapping some
mass of air in the cylinders. This mass of air acts as an ”air spring” as it expands
and contracts throughout crank rotation. Non-VVA enabled cylinder deactivation
suffers from pumping losses in the deactivated cylinders as the intake and exhaust
valves continue to operate, drawing air into, compressing, and expelling air from the
cylinders.
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Figure 1.10. Valve Actuation is Commanded based on Crankshaft Position, Which is an Input to the Controller (dSPACE).

1.3.6

Data Acquisition System

The VVA system is controlled via code on a dSPACE control box which was
created with MATLAB/Simulink. Using a crankshaft position encoder as an input,
dSPACE communicates both intake and exhaust valve profiles in real time to signal
amplifiers which then command intake and exahust valve profiles. The dSPACE
system is used to monitor and record various engine health signals, such as engine oil
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Figure 1.11. A Hydraulic Pump in the Basement Provides 3,000 PSIG
Hydraulic Fluid to the VVA System in the Test Cell.

pressure, oil and coolant temperatures, and fuel level. Upwards of 86 signals in total
can be recorded at frequencies up to 5,000 Hz.

1.3.7

Emergency Shutdown Interlocks

A single push-button located in the control room shuts down the basement hydraulic pump, FMU, fuel pump, engine and dynamometer. The button shown in
Figure 1.12 is four normally closed (NC) circuits, which open when the button is
pushed. Circuit diagrams and rationale behind the design are discussed in more
detail in Section 2.3.
Two automatic shut-down interlocks are also in place. The first interlock activates
should oil pressure go below 15 PSIG. This is intended to protect the engine should a
catastrophic loss of oil occur during engine operation. The second interlock activates
should the engine speed and dynamometer speed differ by more than 10%. Analysis
of the HD-FTP and other tests show that the rubberized driveshaft does not twist by
more than a few percentage points when under heavy acceleration. A 10% difference
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Figure 1.12. A Single Emergency Stop Button Shuts Down the Hydraulic
Pump, Fuel Pump, FMU, Engine and Dynamometer.

in engine and dynamometer speed would signal a potential driveshaft break, which
could expel high energy mass. The engine and dynamometer speeds are monitored
at a rate of 100 Hz, meaning that a driveshaft break and ensuing engine shutdown
would all happen within 10 milliseconds.

1.4

Contributions

1.4.1

Test Cell Set-up

Before the VVA engine was installed in the test cell, a stock, cam-driven 6.7L
Cummins ISB engine was used for test cell validation. Due to the complications of
running a camless engine, the stock motor was used to work out any issues with the
dynamometer, cooling and data acquisition systems. Assistance was given to Ron
Evans, staff Research Engineer, who was instrumental in running the cammed engine
tests and guiding the team through the learning curve in pursuit of doing drive-cycle
testing.
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The author built upon former Masters student Lucius Wang’s pilot MATLAB
script for drive-cycle regression analysis. Lucius was key in helping the author with
signal analysis which proved that the new test cell met or exceeded the data capabilities of the old test cell. The physical move of the camless engine and associated
electronics from the previous test facility into the new test cell occurred with the
assistance of everyone on the team, including Ron Evans and technicians Bob Brown
and David Meyer.

1.4.2

Charge Air Cooler Water Loop

Charge Air Cooler (CAC) install and plumbing was performed by Herrick Labs
technician Bob Brown. The building chilled water operates on a PID controlled
loop to maintain temperature to a configurable setpoint. PID tuning was performed
by building services by Aaron Akers at the request of the author. Ultimately, this
tuning was unsuccessful due to system design issues described in later sections of this
thesis. The author implemented a solution to obtain repeatable CAC water supply
temperatures which is discussed in Section 2.4.1.

1.4.3

Conditioned Combustion Air

Assistance in fabricating ductwork to install the Conditioned Combustion Air
system as designed by the author was provided by both technicians David Meyer and
Bob Brown. Tuning the weighted backdraft damper to achieve atmospheric pressure
conditions at the engine air filter was assisted by current PhD student, Aswin Ramesh.

1.4.4

Emergency Shutdown Interlocks

Installation of an interlock system designed by the author was done by technician
David Meyer, due to Herrick Labs safety constraints preventing graduate students
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from touching any system with greater than 50V. Both Ron Evans and David Meyer
provided input and mentoring in circuit design.

1.4.5

Fuel Metering Unit

Current PhD student, Cody Allen, worked with Cybermetrix in-person and remotely to work out programming bugs in the fuel metering unit. The author uncovered the solution to the fuel bucket overflow and refill issues described in Section
2.1.4. A larger fuel bucket was also installed with 12 point calibration of the load
cell, as opposed to 3, for increased accuracy of fuel readings. The calibration activity
was led by Cody Allen.

1.4.6

Cylinder Deactivation over Drive-Cycle

Building upon previous iterations of Simulink code from former graduate students
in Dr. Greg Shaver’s research team, cylinder deactivation over a drive-cycle was programmed into the model with the help of current PhD students Aswin Ramesh,
Dheeraj Gosala and Cody Allen. The author led the transfer of knowledge for performing transient testing on the cammed engine to the team after the camless engine
was installed in the new test cell. The team as a whole participated in performing
drive-cycle testing with the newly installed VVA engine.
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2. TEST CELL SET-UP
This chapter describes the methods by which the test cell was initially set-up and
proved out using a stock 6.7L Cummins ISB Engine. Next, the motivation behind
using an interlocked single-button ”shutoff switch” is discussed, followed by heat
exchange, air handling, other utilities. Lastly, the aftertreatment design and part
selection are covered. Throughout this chapter the methodology of troubleshooting
and solving further test cell-specific issues which were uncovered during drive-cycle
testing with the VVA engine installed are discussed.

2.1

Test Cell Validation with a Stock Engine
The VVA enabled camless engine is an interference engine and every additional

hour of runtime increases the risk of damaging the test rig since it depends on electronic signals, hydraulic pressure and valve springs to ensure a valve does not come
into contact with a piston. Knowing this hazard, the best practice is to only utilize
the VVA engine when collecting novel experimental data. With that best practice
in mind, the test cell was proved out with a reliable and capable substitute, a stock
6.7L Cummins ISB diesel engine.
Since the test cell was a brand new construction at the time the stock ISB engine
shown in Figure 2.1 was installed, a number of basic things had to be confirmed to be
”as good as or better than” the previous test facility before proving transient drivecycle testing capability. The short list included: data acquisition and signal noise,
heat exchange, air handling and fuel metering.
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Figure 2.1. An Unmodified 6.7L Cummins ISB used for Proving Out of
the Test Cell.

2.1.1

Data Acquisition & Noise

Data acquisition was provided via a dSPACE DS2004 fast IO board recording at
5kHz and a DS2003 slow IO board recording at 100 Hz. Signals such as room pressure,
room temperature, fuel scale weight, engine speed and torque, turbine outlet pressure
(TOP) and temperature (TOT), and air flow were recorded and compared against
test data from the old test cell. It was determined that while ambient conditions,
engine speed and torque, and TOT were as good as or better than the old test cell,
the LFE airflow and TOP readings had a lower signal to noise ratio. Looking at
Figure 2.2, the comparison between the old and new test cell LFE and TOP signals
at 1600 RPM and 150 ft-lbs of torque was made as a baseline before attempting to
troubleshoot and fix the noise issues.
After some trouble shooting, it was determined that the LFE signal was receiving
interference through its 12V power supply from the engine’s battery. As a confirma-
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Figure 2.2.
Signals.

The New Test Cell’s LFE and TOP Readings had Noisier
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Figure 2.3. Isolating the Pressure Transducers with Rubber Clips Removed the Signal Noise.

tion of this hypothesis, the LFE’s excitation wires were connected to a separate 12V
transformer. The engine was again ran at 1600 RPM and 150 ft-lbs and the LFE
signal was logged. The results are shown in Figure 2.4, where the new test cell’s LFE
signal with the battery as the power source and the transformer as the power source
are overlaid on one another. The LFE signal’s standard deviation was 0.0214 in the
old test cell, increased to 0.2647 in the new test cell when excited by the battery and
dropped to 0.0118 when powered by a 12V transformer. With respect to signal noise,
the LFE’s measurement capability in the new test cell is now better than the LFE
used in the old test cell.
The pressure transducers had seemingly random signal noise, the cause of which
turned out to be a direct result of mounting the sensor to a common ground with
the engine and test cell. This signal noise was alleviated by re-installing the pressure
transducers with rubber p-clips such that they were physically isolated from the
electrical ground. While the cammed engine only utilized a turbine outlet pressure
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Figure 2.4. Changing the Power Source of the LFE & Isolating the
Pressure Transducer Produced Less Noisy Signals.
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(TOP) transducer, the VVA engine utilizes a turbine in front, turbine in bottom,
turbine out, intake manifold, compressor outlet and CAC outlet pressure transducers.
The fix for the singular TOP signal has been applied to all subsequent pressure
transducers, as shown in Figure 2.3.
The final comparison of the TOP signals is shown in Figure 2.4. The standard
deviation of the TOP signal in the old test cell was 0.3938, compared to the new
test cell’s TOP signal’s standard deviation of 0.5478. After isolating the TOP’s
transducer from the engine’s ground path, the signal’s standard deviation decreased
to 0.3121, which is better than the old test cell’s value. A summary of the signal
noise improvements is shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1.
Summary of Signal Comparisons to the Old Test Cell.

2.1.2

Signal

Mean

SD

LFE Old Test Cell

6.7217

0.0214

LFE New Test Cell (Noisy)

6.5174

0.2647

LFE New Test Cell (Noise Fixed)

6.5174

0.0117

TOP Old Test Cell

99.899

0.3938

TOP New Test Cell (Noisy)

99.585

0.5498

TOP New Test Cell (Noise Fixed)

100.39

0.3121

Heat Exchange

The engine coolant’s heat is exchanged to building coolant (30% glycol) via a
coolant-to-coolant heat exchanger. An internal thermostat in the engine’s coolant
loop opens at 86C allowing the engine coolant to circulate within the coolant-tocoolant heat exchanger. The building’s coolant loop showed no problem maintaining
engine coolant to a maximum of 97C.
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Turbocharged air is cooled by means of an air-to-water heat exchanger. Chilled
utility water is supplied to the test cell via a PID controlled water loop in the mezzanine. The water supply temperature setpoint was initially 55F, but after experiencing
both internal and external water condensation at the CAC the water supply setpoint
was increased to 72 Fahrenheit. This got rid of the condensate problem, but revealed
a water temperature control issue which would not be uncovered until the VVA engine
was installed, and is discussed more in Section 2.4.

2.1.3

Air Handling & Combustion Air

During initial testing in the Spring of 2015, the air handling unit seemed to maintain test cell temperature and hold a -.05” water column pressure in the room fairly
well. However, once summer came and the outdoor temperatures began to rise, it
was noticed that the test cell space was heated but not air conditioned and since the
air handler circulates outside air, whatever the temperature of the outside air was
would be the temperature of the test cell. Due to the lack of conditioning of the air
in the test cell, it is recommended to keep all critical electronics outside of the room
The combustion air system was proved out to the extent that it was capable of
maintaining a supply temperature and humidity. It was noted that after initially
turning on the system, temperature and humidity in the duct took roughly 15-20
minutes to stabilize. At the time it was thought that to complete the installation
the duct only needed to be extended to the engine’s air filter and connected. After
installing the VVA engine in the test cell, further research showed that a backdraft
damper would need to be placed inline before the air filter to maintain duct pressure.
Final installation of the combustion air is discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.1.

2.1.4

Fuel Metering

A Cybermetrix prototype-level Fuel Metering Unit (FMU) shown in Figure 2.5 was
provided to the group, which can supply fuel at a constant temperature and pressure
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and measure fuel consumption by means of a gravimetric reading or a Coriolis meter.
The gravimetric reading works by measuring the mass of an internal fuel bucket at
the beginning of a test, measuring the mass at the end of the run and outputting
the delta which is the mass of fuel consumed by the engine. This method uses a
bucket attached to a load cell internal to the fuel metering unit and is useful for
beginning and end readings for either steady-state or transient testing. The Coriolis
meter outputs an instantaneous fuel-flow rate and the output can be logged during
transient testing and integrated to determine fuel consumption.

Figure 2.5. The Fuel Metering Unit Measures Fuel and Maintains Fuel
Temperature to the Engine.

Upon initial installation, the fuel bucket for the gravimetric reading would fill
rapidly as intended, almost to the top, then fill more slowly before reaching an ”overflow alarm” buoy. Troubleshooting revealed two electro-actuated valves in-line with
the fuel supply to the bucket. The first valve was a fully open or fully closed design
and triggers to close when the overflow buoy begins to float. The second valve is a
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variable opening valve, and throttles fuel flow into the bucket based on weight and
then fully closes when the fuel bucket is full, as shown in Figure 2.6.
Troubleshooting revealed that the second valve was leaking due to internal metal
shavings, likely from cutting and flaring the fuel lines internal to the FMU when it was
manufactured. The metal shavings were preventing the second valve from closing and
sealing completely, resulting in a fuel bucket overflow condition which then actuated
the first valve in system preventing the bucket from actually overflowing. The FMU
was sent back to Cybermetrix to have a new electro-actuated valve installed which
ultimately solved this problem.

Figure 2.6. The FMU’s Variable Opening Valve was Leaking due to Metal
Shavings Inside the Valve, Causing the Fuel Bucket to Overflow.
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Before receiving the repaired FMU back from Cybermetrix, drive-cycle testing
with a fuel scale showed that fuel consumption over the FTP-72 and HD-FTP was
roughly 1.7 and 4 kilograms with a stock engine. After the FMU returned in working
order from Cybermetrix, an HD-FTP test was attempted and the fuel bucket started
refilling after 3.8 kilograms of fuel were consumed, as shown in Figure 2.7. This
happened because the fuel bucket was only capable of holding 5.3 kilograms of fuel,
with a low level alarm at 3.8 kilograms, after which the FMU’s programming forced
a refill to prevent the fuel pump from running dry.

Weight of Fuel & Fuel Bucket [kg]

7.5

3.5
3

0

1200
Time [Seconds]

Figure 2.7. The FMU Began Refilling During an HD-FTP After Consuming 3.8kg of Fuel & Triggering a Low Fuel Level Alarm.

The fuel consumption limit of 3.8 kilograms was not acceptable, knowing that
future testing with the VVA engine may increase fuel consumption for the sake of
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increasing some other parameter, such as turbine outlet temperature. It was decided
that the 5.3 kilogram fuel bucket was too small and would cause a bucket refill midtest. A larger bucket, capable of holding 9 kilograms of fuel, weighing 12.6 kilograms
including the bucket itself, was installed with a larger load cell capable of measuring
the larger fuel mass.
A readout of fuel consumption was initially obtained by walking into the test cell
and using the user interface on the FMU itself inbetween tests, which presented a
hazard when the engine was running at high loads and speeds. A contact at Cybermetrix provided information on how to remotely login to the FMU from inside the
control room, which was set-up and the need to walk into the test cell between runs
was eliminated.

2.1.5

Drive-Cycle Testing

The FTP-72 pattern shown in Figure 1.2 was loaded onto the dynamometer and
run on multiple occasions. The cammed diesel engine showed an average fuel consumption of 1.763 kilograms over the FTP-72 cycle. It was decided to perform the
FTP-72 pattern first because it is less aggressive in both torque and engine speed
than the HD-FTP, as mentioned in Section 1.1.
After achieving comfort with running FTP-72 tests, work moved onto generating
and running an HD-FTP drive cycle. To generate the HD-FTP drive cycle, first
an engine torque curve had to be produced, which involved holding the engine’s
accelerator input at 100% and varying engine speed from idle to a redline of 2,750
RPM, which is shown in Figure 2.8.
Using a Matlab script, the engine’s torque curve and the EPA specification of
percent engine torque and percent engine speed from Section 1.1, the HD-FTP drivecycle shown in Figure 1.1 was generated. Other than the engine’s torque curve, the
HD-FTP pattern requires an input for curb idle speed and torque. These values were
selected as 800 RPM and 50 ft-lbs, which simulates an idle speed and transmission
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Figure 2.8. The Engine’s Torque Curve is Used as an Input when Generating an HD-FTP Drive Profile.

load in a vehicle as per Cummins Engineering’s input. A number of HD-FTP tests
were performed and produced an average fuel consumption of 3.982 kilograms. It was
at this time that the team learned of the inadequately sized fuel bucket in the FMU,
which is discussed in Section 2.1.4.

2.2

Drive-Cycle Statistical Analysis

2.2.1

Matlab Code for Drive-Cycle Statistical Analysis

Per EPA standards, a drive-cycle test is only valid if the feedback engine speed and
torque match the commanded speed and torque within a set of statistical parameters,
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which are shown in Table 1.2. A Matlab script was created which uses inputs of
the reference and experimental drive-cycle’s speed and torque versus time data in
excel format. The Matlab script performs an automatic time alignment and removes
negative torque (motoring) values per the EPA standard.
For the FTP-72, the code first compares the experimental speed and torque versus
time with the reference speed and torque to select an ideal time shift. In Figure 2.9,
the raw torque versus time data input to the Matlab script is shown. The graph is
zoomed in to a period between 350 and 500 seconds to allow for the time delay and
negative torque values in the experimental data to be visible.

Torque vs. Time (Raw Data)
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Figure 2.9. A Zoomed-In View of the FTP-72 Data Shows the Visible
Lag in the Experimental Data from the Reference Data.
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After performing a time alignment, which in the case of the FTP-72 is one second,
the Matlab script then goes through and removes all negative torque values, which
is allowed for per the EPA code. Lastly, the Matlab script takes the time-shifted,
negative-torque-removed experimental speed/torque data and passes it through regression for statistical analysis. The numerous statistical regression plots are shown
in the Appendix. The time-shifted and torque-removed experimental data is shown
in Figure 2.10 as compared to the reference data. The Matlab code for the HD-FTP
is the same as for the FTP-72, but reads in the HD-FTP experimental and reference
data.
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Figure 2.10. A Zoomed-In View of the FTP-72 Time-Shifted Data Shows
the Previous Lag in the Experimental Data from the Reference Data has
been Corrected.
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2.2.2

Analysis Results for the Cammed Engine

Analysis of the testing from Section 2.1.5 showed that both the FTP-72 and HDFTP tests were repeatable per the standard. An example of the speed, torque and
power regression statistics are shown in Tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 from an FTP-72 run
performed on May 8, 2015. Although this is just one example, all FTP-72 test results
were analyzed with the Matlab script to confirm that the engine’s speed, torque and
power followed the reference within the allotted margin.

Table 2.2.
FTP-72 Speed Regression Analysis Results for the Cammed Engine.
Parameter

Lower Bound

Actual Value

Upper Bound

Slope

0.95

0.97548

1.03

Intercept

-

25.483

75

SEE

-

34.253

117.96

Rˆ2

0.97

0.97883

1

Table 2.3.
FTP-72 Torque Regression Analysis Results for the Cammed Engine.
Parameter

Lower Bound

Actual Value

Upper Bound

Slope

0.83

0.94783

1.03

Intercept

-

6.1938

15.531

SEE

-

15.78

77.646

Rˆ2

0.85

0.95734

1

Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3 in the Appendix show reference FTP-72 speed, torque
and power versus experimental engine speed, torque and power. The statistical parameters are overlaid on these plots, but are compared to the standard in Tables
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Table 2.4.
FTP-72 Power Regression Analysis Results for the Cammed Engine.
Parameter

Lower Bound

Actual Value

Upper Bound

Slope

0.83

0.97464

1.03

Intercept

-

.74233

6.6349

SEE

-

3.4797

33.174

Rˆ2

0.91

0.97576

1

2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. Analysis revealed that the ideal time-shift for FTP-72 tests, which
is allowed for per the EPA standard, was 1 second. The ideal time-shift does not
seem to change from day-to-day, which makes sense because the inertial lag of the
electronics and engine hardware to meet a commanded speed and torque should not
change from day-to-day.

Table 2.5.
HD-FTP Speed Regression Analysis Results for the Cammed Engine.
Parameter

Lower Bound

Actual Value

Upper Bound

Slope

0.95

0.99641

1.03

Intercept

-

3.9716

75

SEE

-

39.5

117.96

Rˆ2

0.97

.99676

1

Similarly, the HD-FTP tests all passed the EPA’s repeatability standards. All of
the same plots which were shown for the FTP-72 are shown for the HD-FTP in Figures
A.4, A.5 and A.6 in the Appendix. A comparison of these statistical parameters to
the code is shown in Tables 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7.
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Table 2.6.
HD-FTP Torque Regression Analysis Results for the Cammed Engine.
Parameter

Lower Bound

Actual Value

Upper Bound

Slope

0.83

0.92191

1.03

Intercept

-

6.1065

15.531

SEE

-

60.747

77.646

Rˆ2

0.85

0.92275

1

Table 2.7.
HD-FTP Power Regression Analysis Results for the Cammed Engine.

2.3

Parameter

Lower Bound

Actual Value

Upper Bound

Slope

0.83

0.94566

1.03

Intercept

-

0.64314

6.6349

SEE

-

23.377

33.174

Rˆ2

0.91

.94219

1

Safety & Interlocks
In an emergency situation, there might not be enough time to use the dynamome-

ter software to shut down the dyno and engine. It also might not be safe to walk
into the test cell and shut down the fuel pump or hydraulic pump if there were a fire
or driveshaft break, where entering the test cell would be hazardous. To allow for a
safe shutdown in an emergency situation, the shutdown circuits for the fuel pump,
hydraulic pump, ECM, dynamometer and fuel metering unit were all connected to a
single shutdown button in the control room.
To accomplish this task, the individual circuits for each of the components were
studied. The hydraulic pump, dynamometer and the fuel metering unit had on-board
pin-outs for an external shutdown switch. Each of these circuits are normally closed
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(NC), meaning that shorting the pin-outs would result in normal operation of the
device while opening the circuit results in the device shutting off. Each of these
devices’ emergency stop boards run at a 12V or 24V with small (l.t. 50 mA) current.
To minimize signal noise for the data acquisition system, it was desired for no AC
voltage or high current DC wires to be routed from the test cell back into the control
room as they pass through the wall alongside signal wires.
A NC push-button shutdown switch with four terminals was purchased and wires
were run to connect the hydraulic pump, dynamometer and fuel metering unit to
three of the the shutdown switch’s five terminals. The fuel pump’s starter/contactor
originally ran on a 120V AC circuit, and had to be modified to allow for operation
on a 24V DC circuit. To accomplish this, the fuel pump’s 120V AC coil was replaced
with a 24V DC coil. Since the fuel pump’s coil would no longer run on 120V AC from
an outlet in the test cell, a 120V AC to 24 V DC power supply was installed in a box
in the control room. When the power supply is energized, it powers a contactor inside
the fuel pump’s control box which completes a 120V AC circuit and turns on the fuel
pump. When the 24 V DC circuit is opened by pressing the emergency shutoff switch
in the control room, the fuel pump’s contactor opens and the pump no longer receives
120V AC.
The ECM already had a shutoff switch and circuit located in a cabinet inside
the test cell. After some research into this circuit, it was discovered that shorting
two inputs on the circuit board would allow for normal operation, while opening the
circuit would shut off power to the ECM by means of opening the ground path to the
battery. This was also wired into the emergency stop switch in the control room. A
summary circuit diagram is shown in Figure 2.11, detailed circuit diagrams are kept
on file at the Herrick Lab’s shop for future reference.
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Figure 2.11. All of the Emergency Stop Circuits are Normally Closed,
Which are Opened when the E-Stop Button is Pressed.

2.4

Test Cell Improvements Since Installation of the VVA Enabled Engine

2.4.1

Heat Exchange, Air Handling & Other Utilities

Charge Air Cooler & Chilled Building Water Temperature Control
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the charge air cooler’s chilled water loop temperature was increased from 55F to 72F to prevent water condensation both inside the
charge air cooler and externally on the intake pipes leading into the engine’s intake
manifold. After the VVA engine was installed, experimental research began on ways
to reduce engine NOx output. Data analysis of the experimental results showed that
NOx values were not repeatable day-to-day, which led to an investigation to find out
why. CAC air-side outlet temperature affects NOx production, and was found to be
different for the same operating condition when testing at different times on a given
day, as shown in Figure 2.12.
The chilled water loop temperature was found to vary between 42F and 81F,
despite the temperature set point being 72F. The oscillation of CAC chilled water
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Figure 2.12. Air-side CAC Outlet Temperature over the HD-FTP Varied
by as Much as 10C Between Tests at the Same Point of the Drive Profile.

supply temperature shown in Figure 2.13 for February 25th is representative of the
temperature control issue.
The chilled water cooling loop incorporates an electro-actuated valve on the chilled
water return line which modulates how much ”warm” water can leave the loop which
is then replaced with ”cold” water supplied from the campus power plant. It was
determined by engineers with campus building services that the 3” actuated valve
was oversized for the application of controlling just one test cell’s chilled water temperature, and was intended to control the chilled water loop with all four test cells
running at maximum capacity all of the time. The planned fix for this, at the time
of this writing, is to install a separate cooling loop which rejects heat to the chilled

Temperature of CAC Chilled Water Supply [Fahrenheit]
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Figure 2.13. Lowering the CAC’s Chilled Water Temperature Setpoint
allowed for Better Control of the Water Temperature.

water circuit. The chilled water circuit will be set to supply full flow, cold water and
CAC supply temperature will be maintained via bypassing the water-to-water heat
exchanger.
Until this permanent solution is in place, which would allow for controlling of
the CAC’s chilled water supply temperature to any value within +/- 5C per EPA
guidelines, a temporary solution was put in place which allows for repeatable emissions testing day-to-day. The solution involves lowering the temperature setpoint of
the chilled water loop to a value (36F) below the lowest known supply temperature
(42F). The controller then fully opens the valve, which maintains the CAC’s supply
temperature to that of the chilled water arriving to Herrick Labs from the power
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plant. Looking at Figure 2.13, on May 20th the chilled water supply temperature
varies by 6F over the course of a day and provides much better repeatability than the
water temperature on February 25th. This was proven on May 20th by running three
HD-FTP tests back-to-back, which showed that the air-side CAC outlet temperature
only varied by 3C from test to test.
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Figure 2.14. Variance in the Air-side CAC Outlet Temperature over
the HD-FTP Between Tests at the Same Point of the Drive Profile was
Reduced to 3C as Shown in This May 20th Data.

Conditioned Combustion Air:
The conditioned combustion air system was not initially hooked up as mentioned
in Section 2.1.3, meaning that the engine was pulling in air from inside the test cell.
The test cell air can only cool down to whatever the outdoor air temperature is as
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the time of testing because the cell is ventilated with ambient air. Figure 2.15 shows
the varying temperature of the test cell air over one week.
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Figure 2.15. An Example of Test Cell Temperature Over the Week of
May 26 - June 2, the Engine was Originally Configured to Intake this Test
Cell Air.

Airflow into the test cell was measured to be 1,142 SCFM, which provides 492
excess flow at peak engine demand. Excess air is vented into the test cell, by means
of a weighted backdraft damper which maintains atmospheric pressure at the engine’s
air filter to prevent supercharging of the engine. A 10”x10” CBS92 backdraft damper,
shown in Figure 2.16, and adapter pieces were ordered from Pinnacale Equipment Co
of Indianapolis, Indiana. The backdraft damper is rated to a maximum flow velocity
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of 4,000 feet per minute, or 2777 SCFM which is 1,635 SCFM more air than flows
into test cell #1.

Figure 2.16. Excess Air from the Combustion Air System is Vented into
the Test Cell via a Weighted Backdraft Damper.

The engine’s air filter was boxed in, with 3” of space in all directions, and then
plumbed into the conditioned combustion air duct downstream of the backdraft
damper. The air filter had to remain on the LFE as it acts as a flow straightener for
accurate engine inlet airflow measurements.
The air handler’s set points are maintained, for testing repeatability, to 72F and
50% relative humidity, which is a standard atmosphere per the EPA. As mentioned
above, inlet pressure control is provided by adjusting the weighted backdraft damper.
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This provides flexibility to simulate higher than normal atmospheric pressure (supercharged) or lower than normal (high altitude) conditions at the engine’s air filter.
Test repeatability is improved now that the engine no longer draws in unconditioned cell air, which varies in humidity and temperature through the seasons as
shown in Figure 2.15. An example of the combustion air system’s capability to maintain engine supply temperature is shown in Figure 2.17, which was recorded over the
week from May 31 - June 7, 2016.
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Figure 2.17. An Example of Combustion Air Supply Temperature Over
the Week of May 31 - June 7.
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2.4.2

Rubberized Driveshaft to Allow for Cylinder Deactivation Harmonics

Information from the dynamometer manufacturer, PowerTest, indicated that undamped harmonics due to cylinder deactivation could damage the dyno unless a
rubberized driveshaft was used. A rubberized driveshaft from Joint, Clutch & Gear
Service, Inc. was purchased which can handle a maximum torque load of 1,327.6
ft-lbs (1,800 N-m). The driveshaft manufacturer provided the information in Table
Table 2.8 on engine resonance with different numbers of active cylinders, along with
the natural frequency of the driveshaft itself to ensure that the engine would not: 1)
operate at or near the driveshaft’s natural frequency of 5.38 Hz (322.8 RPM) and 2)
operate in cylinder deactivation mode at or around the engine’s resonance points.

Table 2.8.
Engine Resonance at Numbers of Active Various Cylinders, Provided by
the Driveshaft Manufacturer.
# of Active

Resonance Top of Resonance Driveshaft Natural

Cylinders

(RPM)

Band (RPM)

Frequency (Hz)

6

107.6

152.2

5.38

5

645.6

913.0

5.38

4

322.8

456.5

5.38

3

215.2

304.3

5.38

2

322.8

456.5

5.38

Using this table, it was determined that the engine’s idle speed of 800 RPM corresponded with the the resonance point of five-cylinder-operation. All other active
cylinder resonance points were below any speeds at which the engine operates. Although the engine does safely pass through these speeds during engine start-up, it
does not dwell at these speeds which would otherwise cause excessive vibration and
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potential damage to the hardware. With the knowledge above, it was decided to
never perform five-cylinder-operation.
As the driveshaft is ”rubberized”, meaning it is isolated via rubber isolators at
the engine and dyno mounting flanges, it will eventually fatigue to the point where
it is no longer safe to operate. In an effort to monitor the health of the driveshaft, a
weekly inspection of the driveshaft takes place to check for cracks or rubber shavings.
Furthermore, a daily analysis of the engine’s flywheel speed harmonics is performed
with three active cylinders to confirm that the frequency and amplitude has not
shifted from a baseline test which was performed when the driveshaft was initially
installed.
This daily test is performed with three active cylinders at an engine speed of 800
RPM and load of 50 ft-lbs. The flywheel speed is logged and then passed through
Matlab script which performs a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the signal. The
plots shown in Figure 2.18 are generated daily, which compare the new data (FFT for
Repeat Point) to the original installation data (Baseline). The delta between the two
points is also plotted and the team looks for any frequency shift towards the natural
frequency of the driveshaft or a growth in amplitude which may signal an impending
driveshaft failure.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, a safety interlock system is in place which actively
monitors engine crankshaft speed and dynamometer speed. If these two numbers are
ever more than 10% apart, it is assumed to be due to a driveshaft break and the
engine and dynamometer automatically shut down.

2.4.3

Exhaust Aftertreatment Design & Part Selection

A diesel emissions aftertreatment system consists of four main components: the
diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC), diesel particulate filter (DPF), urea injector/mixer
and the selective catalyst reducer (SCR) as shown in Figure 2.19. The DOC captures
unburned hydrocarbons and ensures that they are burned before traveling further
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Figure 2.18. Driveshaft Health is Monitored Daily by Performing an FFT
of Engine Flywheel Speed during 3-Cylinder-Operation & Comparing it
to a Baseline.

downstream. The purpose of the DPF is to capture particulate matter, or soot
emissions. Capturing the soot at the DPF not only prevents tailpipe emission, but
also prevents clogging of the downstream SCR which would have a reduced efficiency
if the internal catalysts were coated in soot. Next, urea is injected and mixed in with
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the exhaust gas which then reacts with the exhaust gas in the SCR to convert NOx
into the harmless bydproducts of N2 and O2 .
A parts list for 2013 model year compliant components with different configurations was provided by Cummins Engineering, which was used to select an orientation
that would best fit in the test cell. 2013 model year emissions hardware were chosen because the ECM has a 2013 calibration, which can only accept and control
aftertreatment hardware of the same vintage.

Figure 2.19. In a Typical Diesel Aftertreatment System, Exhaust Flow
First Enters a DOC/DPF, Passes Through Urea Injection and Finally into
an SCR before Leaving the Tailpipe.

After creating a CAD model of the test cell layout, a rough design came into place
which had to meet three criteria: 1) allow for full exhaust bypass of the aftertreatment
system when it does not need to be used, 2) do not encroach on the current walking
space and 3) enable current exhaust gas analyzers to be plugged in post-aftertreatment
system or pre-aftertreatment system without needing a ladder. With these three
criteria in mind, the Cummins’ parts list was used to make a rough sketch and
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CAD model of the desired aftertreatment system. Following a design review with
the Herrick Labs research team and sponsors, a formal request for quote was sent to
the Crosspoint Cummins Parts distributor. The quote returned with a final cost of
$10,500.
At the time of this writing, all hardware is on order and has not yet been installed. The aftertreatment hardware will be installed by the Herrick Labs shop with
the assistance of a pipe welder from Purdue’s Central Machining. The CAD model
in Figure 2.20 below shows all of the key hardware, except the diesel emissions fluid
tank. This CAD model shows the required fabricated pipes in red, with the Cummins purchased components in gray. The after-treatment components (DOC/DPF,
Decomp Reactor, SCR) are shown mounted above the dynamometer. A removable
pipe elbow, circled in red, would allow for the aftertreatment system to be bypassed
when ”tailpipe” emissions testing is not being performed.

2.5

Summary
Validating the new test cell with a stock engine was successful in that it proved

the desired capability to perform drive-cycle testing. Running the engine safely and
without overheating were both confirmed. Fuel measurement capability improved
from a simple scale to real-time measurements or before and after fuel measurements
with fuel temperature control. The new test cell set-up has conditioned combustion
air with temperature and humidity control, which allows for better repeatability,
specifically in NOx measurements day-to-day. However, there were issues such as the
uncontrolled chilled water supply temperature that were not revealed and solved until
after the VVA engine was installed.
Future work will include installation and validation of the already designed aftertreatment system, improved repeatability by using the controlled combustion air
and full control of the CAC chilled water supply temperature. Research capability
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Figure 2.20. A CAD Model Detailing the Proposed After-Treatment
System, Mounted above the Dynamometer.

will be expanded from simply engine-out emissions improvements to ’total system’
tailpipe emissions studies with variable but repeatable boundary conditions.
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3. VARIABLE VALVE ACTUATED SIX AND THREE-CYLINDER OPERATION
OVER A DRIVE-CYCLE
In order to compare six and three-cylinder-operation, back-to-back testing was performed over the HD-FTP drive-cycle. This chapter will first discuss six-cylinderoperation as shown in Figure 3.1(a) and describe the method by which cylinders are
deactivated as shown in Figure 3.1(b) before moving on to a results comparison.

(a) Six-Cylinder Operation.

(b) Three-Cylinder

Opera-

tion.

Figure 3.1. During Three-Cylinder-Operation, Each Cylinder Receives
Roughly Twice the Amount of Fuel as in Six-Cylinder-Operation.

3.1

Six-Cylinder Operation with Variable Valve Actuation
The Simulink code which was used for steady-state and throttle sweep six-cylinder-

operation in the old test cell was unchanged when the engine was moved over to the
new test cell and attached to the AC dynamometer. The code uses look-up tables for
the valve parameters at a given engine speed, meaning it is irrelevant if the testing is
transient or steady-state.
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As was mentioned in Section 2.1.5, a comma separated variable file is uploaded
to the dynamometer and read by a dyno control software called PowerTest. The
PowerTest software commands a speed which is maintained by the dyno and a torque
which is controlled by a throttle position input to the ECM until the target torque
is achieved. Typical six-cylinder-operation is shown in Figure 3.1(a), where fresh
air enters all six cylinders, fuel is injected, combusts, and leaves through the exhaust
valves. The six cylinder HD-FTP results are shown in subsequent sections for a better
comparison to three-cylinder-operation.

3.2

Enabling Cylinder Deactivation
The HD-FTP pattern was analyzed to determine ideal locations for three-cylinder-

operation. It was desired to operate on three cylinders when the engine speed was
idling or decreasing (deceleration) and torque below 120 ft-lbs. These areas are identified in the HD-FTP drive pattern in Figure 3.2 below. In all, the engine is operating
with 3-cylinders as per Figure 3.1(b) for 490.4 seconds of the 1,200 second test, or
40.8% of the time.
The comma separated variable file’s trigger column was modified such that the
dyno would output a 3V signal during the sections where three-cylinder-operation
was desired and a 1V signal when six-cylinder-operation was wanted. Figure 3.3
shows the change in trigger output over the HD-FTP. Another way to do this would
have been to use nested if/then statements in the Simulink code, but the precise
programming of how to do cylinder deactivation was not the primary research goal.
Rather, the goal is to determine if switching between six and three-cylinder-operation
over a drive-cycle is beneficial while leaving the exact control laws for implementation
to design engineers.
When a 3V signal is received by dSPACE, the code first sends a signal to the ECM
to stop fuel injection in cylinders 1, 3 and 5, then commands both the intake and
exhaust valves to retract. Stopping fuel injection is important, because without valve
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Figure 3.2. Three-Cylinder-Operation Occurs when Torque is Below 120
ft-lbs & Speed is Decreasing or at Idle During the HD-FTP.

movement on the cylinders, combustion could occur with no escape path for the gases
until oxygen content in the mixture reduced to zero. Beyond the initial combustion,
fuel would accumulate in the cylinder until valve operation started again, potentially
igniting in the exhaust manifold and causing a hazard to the hardware or personnel.
With both the intake and exhaust valves closed, the mass of air in the deactivated
cylinders is trapped and continually compressed and expanded as the crankshaft
continues to rotate. This effect is known as an ”air spring”. Cylinder deactivation
by means of valve retraction and does not suffer from the same pumping losses of
cylinder deactivation by fuel-cut only.
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Figure 3.3. The Dynamometer Outputs 3 Volts when Three-CylinderOperation is Desired and 1 Volt when Six-Cylinder-Operation is Desired
During the HD-FTP.

3.3

Effects on Turbine Outlet Temperature
Turbine outlet temperature or TOT is the temperature of the exhaust gas leaving

the turbocharger. TOT has an effect on after-treatment hardware warm-up time. It is
beneficial to get the DOC and SCR warmer, faster so that they may reach their peak
efficiencies and start converting unburned hydrocarbons and NOx into less harmful
byproducts. With that end goal in mind, TOT for six-cylinder-operation over the
HD-FTP is shown in Figure 3.4.
Four six cylinder HD-FTP points were logged over two separate days in January
of 2016: CPL 53, CPL 55, CPL 57 and CPL 58. CPL number, or Cummins Power
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Figure 3.4. Turbine Outlet Temperature for Six-Cylinder-Operation over
the HD-FTP Drive Profile.

Lab number, signifies a data point in the log book which can be referred to at a later
date. The periods where TOT is decreasing are when the engine has returned to an
idle condition, which allows for cooler combustion gas to slowly reduce TOT as the
exhaust manifold and turbocharger lose heat to the environment.
Three-cylinder-operation TOTs are shown in Figure 3.5. It is noteworthy that the
three-cylinder-operation’s temperature does not decline as rapidly as six cylinder’s
during the idle periods. In order to better compare six and three-cylinder-operation
TOTs to one another, each of the four data points have been averaged and then
the averages plotted together in Figure 3.6. While six and three-cylinder-operation
at idle does not affect maximum temperature during accelerations, the active num-
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ber of cylinders does have an impact on how rapidly the TOT decreases during idle
regions. For example, at 383 seconds into the test TOT is 28C warmer for threecylinder-operation (223C) than that of six cylinder (195C). A higher turbine outlet
temperature is beneficial for exhaust after-treatment component performance, as discussed in Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. Turbine Outlet Temperature for Three-Cylinder-Operation
over the HD-FTP Drive Profile.
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Figure 3.6. Six and Three-Cylinder-Operation Reach the Same Maximum
TOT, but Three-Cylinder-Operation Does Not Cool Off as Quickly during
Idle Periods.

3.4

Effects on Fuel Consumption
Fuel consumption over the HD-FTP is shown in Table 3.1. Operating the engine

with three fired cylinders at the idle conditions described in Figure 3.2 consumed
1.61 g/kW-hr less, or 0.5% less, fuel than six-cylinder-operation. While cylinder
deactivation at idle conditions does not produce large fuel consumption benefits, it
does have meaningful effects on both turbine outlet temperature and emissions.
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Table 3.1.
Fuel Consumption over the HD-FTP for both Six and Three-CylinderOperation at Idle.
6-Cylinder-Operation
CPL #

Total Fuel

3-Cylinder-Operation
CPL #

Consumed (g/kW-hr)

3.5

Total Fuel
Consumed (g/kW-hr)

53

255.1

52

254.3

55

254.3

54

253.2

57

255.7

56

253.2

58

255.7

59

253.6

Avg

255.2

Avg

253.6

Comparison of 6 and 3 Cylinder Emissions
Emissions of NOx are measured in parts-per-million (PPM) and exhaust flow rate

are recorded over the HD-FTP test at a rate of 10 Hz. Knowing the mass flow rate
of the exhaust, a NOx flow rate can be calculated in grams per second. Integrating
the NOx flow rate over time allows for cumulative NOx versus time shown in Figure
3.7 to be calculated.
The expected trend in cumulative NOx was that six-cylinder-operation should
cumulatively produce equivalent NOx to three-cylinder-operation over the HD-FTP.
This is because three cylinder idle operation was ”screened” to produce the best
BSFC while maintaining NOx output. This is achieved by fully opening the EGR
valve, which reduces NOx, and then opening the VGT until NOx output at idle
matches that of six-cylinder-operation. The freer flowing exhaust through the more
open (less restrictive) VGT is what produces better fuel consumption results.
It is worth noting that CPL 59 has erroneously high cumulative NOx output,
which is evident compared to the other runs where only three cylinders were active at
and around idle periods of the HD-FTP. This error was a result of an improperly set
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(more closed) EGR valve position, whereby exhaust gas was not properly recirculating
into the intake manifold at engine idle conditions. As a result, NOx output at idle
periods for CPL 59 were higher than the other runs which have relatively flat lines
during idle conditions. The higher cumulative NOx of CPL 59 details the effect that
EGR has on NOx generation.
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Figure 3.7. Cumulative Engine-Out NOx Production for both Three and
Six-Cylinder-Operation over the HD-FTP, Note that CPL 59 was Thrown
Out due to Erroneous EGR Valve Position.

Cumulative NOx emissions for each of the runs are shown in Table 3.2. The
average total NOx generation for six-cylinder-operation over the HD-FTP was 2.12
g/hp-hr, as compared to the 2.20 g/hp-hr of three-cylinder-operation at and around
idle. As mentioned before, CPL 59’s NOx emissions were erroneously high and were
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excluded from the average calculation but included in the test results in order to show
impact of exhaust gas recirculation on NOx emissions.
Table 3.2.
Cumulative Engine-Out NOx Production over the
HD-FTP for both Six and Three-Cylinder-Operation
at Idle.
6-Cylinder-Operation
CPL #

Total NOx

3-Cylinder-Operation
CPL #

Produced (g/hp-hr)

Total NOx
Produced (g/hp-hr)

53

2.17

52

2.21

55

2.14

54

2.21

57

2.13

56

2.18

58

2.05

59

2.67*

Avg

2.12

Avg

2.20

*

CPL 59 was removed from the average calculation due to erroneously
high NOx values from a faulty EGR valve position.

The hypothesis of engine-out NOx being equivalent for both three and six-cylinderoperation ended up with inconclusive results. As NOx generation is dependent upon
engine inlet air temperature, amongst other variables, a CAC air-side outlet temperature which fluctuates from test to test would produce different NOx outputs for
the same test parameters. The inconclusive results in engine-out NOx generation is
attributed to the variable CAC water supply temperature, which was discussed in
Section 2.4.1 and Figures 2.12 and 2.13. Future testing is planned with the newly
controlled CAC water supply temperature to confirm or deny this theory.
As mentioned in Section 2.4.3, the Selective Catalyst Reduction device converts
NOx into harmless byproducts, meaning that tailpipe NOx emissions are lower than
engine-out emissions. However, the SCR itself has an efficiency curve, which peaks
above 90% effectiveness at converting NOx into N2 and O2 when the SCR itself is
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above 250C, as shown in Figure 3.8. Due to the higher TOTs during three-cylinderoperation as shown in Section 3.3, it is anticipated that cumulative tailpipe emissions
might be lower. Further research into this area is expected once the after-treatment
system described in Section 2.4.3 is installed in the test cell.

Figure 3.8. Example of Selective Catalyst Reduction Device Performance,
provided by Cummins, which Converts NOx into Harmless Byproducts.

3.6

Variable Valve Actuated Six and Three Cylinder Drive-cycle Statistical Analysis
Both three and six-cylinder-operation over the HD-FTP passed the speed, torque

and power statistical criteria for following the drive profile input as shown in Tables
3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. Regression analysis plots are shown in the Appendix in Figures B.1
through B.6. There was no discernible difference between the cammed engine’s sixcylinder-operation discussed in Chapter 2 and the camless (VVA) engine’s operation
over the HD-FTP with respect to ability to follow the drive profile.
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Table 3.3.
HD-FTP Speed Regression Analysis Results for Six and Three-CylinderOperation.
Parameter

Lower Bound

6 Cyl Value

3 Cyl Value

Upper Bound

Slope

0.95

.9953

.99568

1.03

Intercept

-

5.6264

5.0576

75

SEE

-

54.223

50.959

117.96

Rˆ2

0.97

0.99342

.99419

1

Table 3.4.
HD-FTP Torque Regression Analysis Results for Six and Three-CylinderOperation.
Parameter

Lower Bound

6 Cyl Value

3 Cyl Value

Upper Bound

Slope

0.83

.95731

.95693

1.03

Intercept

-

.74715

1.1813

15.531

SEE

-

68.649

66.307

77.646

Rˆ2

0.85

.91975

.92467

1

Table 3.5.
HD-FTP Power Regression Analysis Results for Six and Three-CylinderOperation.
Parameter

Lower Bound

6 Cyl Value

3 Cyl Value

Upper Bound

Slope

0.83

.96602

.96584

1.03

Intercept

-

-.49669

-.36388

6.6349

SEE

-

26.231

25.31

33.174

Rˆ2

0.91

0.93578

.93992

1
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The six cylinder data analysis in these tables was drawn from CPL53, and CPL 59
for the three cylinder analysis. Although only two examples are shown here, regression
analysis is performed on every HD-FTP to confirm that the test is valid. Threecylinder-operation at and around idle showed less negative torque during motoring
than six-cylinder-operation. This is to be expected because of three fewer cylinders
pumping less air when motoring. From a drive-cycle statistical analysis, negative
torque values (motoring points) are neglected, so it did not have an impact on threecylinder-operation at idle conditions.

3.7

Summary
Cylinder deactivation at and around idle conditions over the HD-FTP shows a

0.5% benefit in fuel consumption, but it allows for higher turbine outlet temperatures
during low speed and load conditions. Higher TOT translates into aftertreatment
components that could not only get hotter faster and stay hot, but also operate in
their peak efficiency range for converting unburned hydrocarbons and NOx into less
harmful byproducts. This research will continue upon installation of a full aftertreatment system in the test cell.
Although the prediction was that cumulative engine-out NOx for three-cylinderoperation would equivalent to six-cylinder-operation, this turned out to not be the
case after reviewing the experimental data. The likely cause is uncontrolled CAC
water supply temperature, which produced unrepeatable NOx values from test-totest.
Furthermore, capability to perform transient drive-cycle testing with a VVA enabled camless diesel engine has been proven. This has expanded the scope of research
in the Cummins Power Laboratory from simply steady-state testing to recreating the
full scope of engine operation as it would see in a vehicle.
A VVA enabled turbodiesel engine has been installed in the Cummins Power Laboratory which is able of performing both steady-state and transient drive-cycle testing.
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Capability to perform the HD-FTP within the repeatability standards governed by
the EPA has been proven. The Cummins Power Laboratory at the Herrick Labs has
proven ability to monitor fuel consumption, emissions, and a host of temperatures
and pressures over the aforementioned drive-cycles.
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4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
4.1

Summary
The Cummins Power Laboratory at the Ray W. Herrick Labs now has the ca-

pability to perform transient, drive-cycle tests on a variable valve actuated engine.
The test facility includes an AC dynamometer, fuel metering, emissions sampling,
in-cylinder pressure measurements and full control of engine boundary conditions to
ensure that test results are repeatable day-to-day. The goal of moving the VVA engine
into the new test cell and performing transient drive-cycle tests has been achieved.

4.2

Future Work
With the recently improved control of the CAC water supply temperature, it is

recommended for CPLs 53-59 be re-run to confirm that cumulative engine-out NOx
values over the HD-FTP are similar. Ongoing additions to expand the research capabilities of the Cummins Power Laboratory include the addition of a full exhaust aftertreatment system to study potential improvements to tail-pipe emissions as opposed
to just engine-out emissions. In particular, the SCR does not reach 90% efficiency
until a temperature of 250C. Studies seeking to reduce the warmup time of the SCR
and therefore reduce tailpipe NOx output have been ongoing with computer based
models. Interesting and novel research can continue with physical after-treatment
hardware installed in the test cell.
Installation and validation of the aftertreatment system will require support of
Cummins Engineering to enable the ECM to control urea injection and diesel particulate filter regeneration. After a a separate cooling loop is installed in the test cell
to maintain supply temperature to the CAC, a few days of experimentation will be
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necessary in conjunction with Purdue Building Services to tune the PID controller to
obtain full temperature control.
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A. EXPANDED FTP-72 & HD-FTP REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE
CAMMED ENGINE

Figure A.1. Speed Regression for Cammed Engine over the FTP-72.
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Figure A.2. Torque Regression for Cammed Engine over the FTP-72.
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Figure A.3. Power Regression for Cammed Engine over the FTP-72.
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Figure A.4. Speed Regression for Cammed Engine over the HD-FTP
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HD−FTP Torque Regression
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Figure A.5. Torque Regression for Cammed Engine over the HD-FTP.
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HD−FTP Power Regression
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Figure A.6. Power Regression for Cammed Engine over the HD-FTP.
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B. EXPANDED HD-FTP REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE VVA ENGINE

Figure B.1. Speed Regression for VVA Enabled 6 Cylinder Operation over
the HD-FTP.
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Figure B.2. Torque Regression for VVA Enabled 6 Cylinder Operation
over the HD-FTP.
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Figure B.3. Power Regression for VVA Enabled 6 Cylinder Operation over
the HD-FTP.
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Figure B.4. Speed Regression for VVA Enabled 3 Cylinder Operation over
the HD-FTP.
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Figure B.5. Torque Regression for VVA Enabled 3 Cylinder Operation
over the HD-FTP.
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Figure B.6. Power Regression for VVA Enabled 3 Cylinder Operation over
the HD-FTP.

